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The problem of motion and of stability of a heavy syruetrlc gyroscope on 
gimbals has been investigated in [l-41, uhere the necessary and suffi- 
cient conditions of stability of the stationary motion uere obtained by 
the second method of Liapunov. In this Daper the author presents similar 
results for a gyroscope on gimbals in a force field determined by a force 
function V(8), where 8 is the rotation angle of the inner ring (casing). 
This problem has been solved in the first approximation for a gyroscope 
not on gimbals and reported in 151. 

Considering a symmetric gyroscope on gimbals (see figure), we shall 
Introduce the folloning symbolism: xl, yg, z3 is the fixed coordinate 
system, X, y, z is the moving coordinate system rigidly connected nlth 
the casing (the x-axis along the axis of the casing, the z-axis along 
the rotor’s axis): $ is the rotation angle of the outer ring: $ is the 
rotation angle of the gyroscope; A, A, C are the moments of inertia of 
the gyroscope about x-, y-, z-axes respectively; Al, B,, Cl are the 
moments of inertia of the casing about the same axes; J is the moment of 
inertia of the outer ring about the vertical axis ~1. 

The ewations of motion of our system in the Lagrange form 

~{~~~+B,)sinae+C1cosae+J]~+C((P+~c0se)c0s9 

d . 
C;it-(p+~C0se)=o 

(1) 

admit the three first integrals 
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[(A+B~)sin20+C~cos2~+J]\62+(A+A~)~2+C(~+~cos8)2+2V(~)=h (2) 

[(A + &) sin2 8 + Cl cos2 0 + J] 4 + C (Cp + 4 cos 0) cos Fj = h (3) 
r=i+S,cose=ro (4) 

The dot indicates the tiue derivative, prime denotes a derivative with 
respect to 8. By separating the variables the solution of the problem can 
be reduced to quadrature8 

fj” = 
[a-mV(l3)1(e- e co9 fj) - (p - bra cos fj)a f (Q) 

e-ecosaO = e --e 00sq 1 

+= p-_br,cose 

e eco98 , 
cj,=r,-$cosfj 

Here 

h - CrOa A+Bl+J A + J% - Cl k 
Q=Af’ e= AfAl ’ e= A + 4 ’ P=A+Al 

C 2 
b=- 

A+ Al’ *=A+.41 

For a heavy gyroscope on glubals rith a vertical axis of the outer 
ring (V = Q co8 8) solutions lead to hyperbolic Integrals which were ob- 
tained in [ll. 

The folloulng special case is of interest: 

V(8) = n/(r - c cos2 8); (n Is u constant) 

In this case the fuuction f(8) reduces to a second degree polmomial 

in a = co8 8. This polynomial differs 
only by the free term from a correspond- 
ing polynomial arlslng in the case of an 
equilibrated gyroscope (V(8) = 0). In- 
vestigations of the stability of statlon- 
ary motions (vertical rotation and 
regular precession) of a gyroscope cm be 
carried out [ll like for au equilibrated 
gyrosoope, by considering the roots of 
the polVnoria1 f(o). ge shall investigate 
the stability of the stationary uotion of 
a gyroscope with an arbitrary analjtic 
functfon V(8). 

The regular precession of the 
gyroscope 

0 = eo. 0 = 0, lj== 52, r=w (5) 
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occurs, according to (l), when the constants 6,, a, o satisfy the rela- 
tion 

(A + Bl - C,) SP sin B0 cos 00 - COB sin f&, - V’ (00) = 0 (6) 

!n order to find the stability of the solutions (5) with respect to 

8, 0, !k r, we shall write down the equations of the perturbed motion by 
subst itat ing 

e = 80 + q, e = fl, $ = Q + Ea. r=o$f* 

The equations of the perturbed motion permit three integrals which 
correspond to the Integrals (2), (3). (4). These integrals can be com- 
bined to form a function similar to the one shown in [21. Conditions for 
sign-definiteness of this function with respect to all the variables 9, 
el, fg, tg reduce to one inequality 

which Is the sufficient condition of stability of the motion (5) with re- 
spect to 8, 8, y%, $, r. In the case when 8, f 0, this condition could be 
expressed In the form 

(A + B1 - Cl) Qs sina e. - V’ (eokot e. + V” (eo) > 0 (8) 

by using Equation (6). 

For the vertical rotation. 89, 0, the conditions (6). (7). take the 
form 

V’ (0) = 0, (A + B1 - C,) Qa - Co8 - V” (0) <O (9) 

The inequality (9) ~111 be satisfied when the following lneaualltles 
are satisfied 

Csoa+4(A+B~-Cl)V”(O)>O, Ql<Q<Q61r (IO) 

where I[z,, %, are roots of the quadratic equation 

(A+B1-Cl)Qa-CcoQ-V”(O)=0 

It can be easily shown that the condition (9) Is also the necessary 
condition of stability of vertical rotations of a gYroscope. On the 
strength of the perturbed equations 

W = (A + Al) q&l 

the time derivative of the function 
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dW 
-= (ii + /II) g12+ [(n+ B~-c*)sP-cCoIZ---~” (Ujj ?j2+. . 
dt 

is positive-definite when the following inequality is satisfied: 

The motion under consideration is, by Liapunov’s theorem, unstable. 

This means that the condition (6) is the necessary and sufficient con- 
dition (excluding the boundary) of stability of the vertical rotations 
of a gyroscope on gimbals. 

For the regular precessions, 8, f 0. we can also obtain the necessary 
and sufficieot conditions of stability by using the theorem of Routh. 
The changed potential energy of the system is 

1 1 (k - Cr, cos 8)2 
@ (81s v (0) + y Craz+ T (d + B1) sina e + C,,COS~ fj + J (II) 

The investigated stationary motion satisfies the condition 

(d4, I aeh = 0 (12) 

If the constants k, r0 are not perturbed, then, by Routh’s theorem, 
the motion (5) is stable rith respect to 8, 8, ff in addition the func- 
tion &e) in the unperturbed motion has a minimum, that is 

Using (12) re can put the condition (13) in the form 

C202 sin2 en-t [(A -t &) sin2 e. + CI ~09 8, + 3f fv* (en) -v’ (e~)ctg e. + 
+ (/I + Bl - Cl) C? sin2 e,] -I- 4 (A + RI - Cl) V’ (eo) sin QO ~0s eO > 0 (14) 

In the above inequality it is essential that sin 8, # 0. 

In the case ahen (a*+ de*), < 0 the motion (5) is unstable [61; con- 
sequently the condition (14) is the necessary and sufficient condition 
(excluding boundary) of stability of the regular precession of a gyro- 
scope on gimbals. The conditions (7), (9). and (14) in the case of a 
heavy gyroscope on gimbals with vertical axis of the outer ring (V(8) = 
o COB 8) reduce to the conditions obtained for similar cases in c2.41. 
The necessity of the condition (14) for a gyroscope not on gimbalS (Al = 

B, = CI = J = 0) has been demonstrated i4 [5f, 

The author wishes to thank V.V. Rumiantsev for suggesting to him the 

problem. 
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